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Hydrodynamic simulations of action of intense energy fluxes on metals requires knowledge of their kinetic
coefficients in a wide range of temperatures and densities, and taking into account the recent progress in
powerfull short-wavelength laser systems, also in a wide range of frequencies. The quantum-statistical op-
erator method and linear response theory allow to express kinetic coefficients through correlation functions,
and to calculate them for a wide range of frequencies (from infrared to X-ray range) and for a wide range of
substance parameters.

Using this method, analytical expressions for the first-order correlation functions [1-3], taking into account
in the case of metalic plasmas simultaneously electron-phonon interaction, Umklapp processes and interband
transitions, were obtained for the first time. When describing the contribution of interband transitions, the
forces of the oscillators were calculated from a quasi-classical model [4]. Using the constructed model, the
dependences of the real part of dynamic conductivity on the frequency of laser radiation for both simple
(aluminium) and noble (silver) metals was investigated for the case of disordered [1,5] ion subsystem, when
individual electron-electron and electron-ion interactions are important, and the case of ion lattice, when
electron-phonon interaction and Umklapp processes play a main role [1-3].

For simple metals, transitions from the discrete to the continuous spectrum occur at relatively high quant
energies (higher than Fermi energies). This transitions are accompanied by a sharp increase in the real part
of correlation functions and dynamic conductivity. For noble metals, the energy distance from the d-zone to
the conduction zone is comparable to Fermi energy. In this case both thermal and optical excitation of the
d-zone play a role at temperatures and quant energies of the order of Fermi energy.
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